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1. ABSTRACT 
Predicting the location of a mobile user in the near future can be used for a very large number of                    
user-centered or crowd-centered applications. It is convenient for the users to locate the crowded              
areas which will benefit the users to avoid these areas and help in saving time. User location is                  
predicted using periodic patterns recorded during the weekdays, weekends along with the time             
and the duration, using various procedures. One such  
 
One assumption of the above modeling is that user location is stationary in time. However, it is                 
natural to assume that user location patterns may vary over time. For example one user may                
change job, or the relationship status, and avoid certain places frequented in the past.  
 
Proposal: Introducing a device at certain POI, which sends count of visitors and them leaving,               
which helps people to know how busy the place is or how crowded the place is.  
 
2. INTRODUCTION 
User location forecasting is central to establish context in proactive mobile applications.            
Knowing where the user will be at a given time enables standby action triggers ahead of time.                 
User location exhibits periodic patterns grouped by time of day, day of the week, month of the                 
year, etc. using which one can estimate how crowded location is. This can be done considering                
points of Interest, which is abbreviated as POI. This varies during the weekdays and weekends.               
An individual on a weekday, will have common POI’s, such as Home, Coffee House, Office, etc. 
This idea of User location forecasting is of great use when the information is gathered from a                 
large sample, using the Wifi connections they have connected to. 
 
User location forecasting can be predicted using statistics by considering samples and coming to              
a conclusion, which can be 70% accurate. But using the Wifi connectivity as working tool, the                
results can be as accurate as 90%. This can help wide range of people to decide whether they                  
have to visit that POI at a particular time considering various factors, such as, Is the place over                  
crowded or How busy the traffic is. Though this can be a potential paradox, as many might step                  
off expecting the heavy traffic, which is the same as that of stock market. For time being, we                  
focus on location forecasting, rather than worrying about the potential paradox. 
 
User location forecasting works on mobility patterns. Users should be assured that the             
information they share is solely to help people know how busy or crowded the place is, since                 
disclosing their current location means disclosing their travel pattern and the locations they are              
in. 
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3. RELATED WORK 
Some works try to characterize the activities of a user, to obtain behavior patterns and predict                
mobility as in [1]. The idea is to perform mobility forecasting by identifying significant              
locations, in particular locations with WiFi access. Access points have the characteristics of a              
POI. However, a user may not be connected to WiFi and may still be there. The authors of [2]                   
get the sequence of the places visited by a user, and using the historical records, they search for a                   
similar pattern in the past to predict the next place to visit and the time the user will stay there. 
 
In some scenarios of position forecasting, the user can transit in a discrete network. From a given                 
cell the user can reach a limited number of cells. This happens for example in the cellular                 
network, a user moving from one cell to another, can benefit from some caching in the data                 
transmission if the next cell to be visited can be anticipated. Assuming the user does not                
suddenly disappear, she will leave one cell and connect only to one of the neighboring cells of                 
the current position. This approach is explored in [3] and the authors use some machine learning                
approaches to deduct the next cell of the user.  
 
4. USER MOBILITY 
Mobility is defined by our daily activities and habits, such as going to work, and other activities                 
that vary over time. We can distinguish between weekday, weekend, monthly or annually             
patterns. Once we recognize the user mobility pattern, we can predict their position in time and                
space.  

 
 
Figure 1: The next user location depends only on the current location, once the sequences               
have been factorized by week day and time of the day. 
 
4.1 TEMPORAL PATTERNS 
We can assume certain patterns in location/ time. Usually weekdays are similar where people              
tend to organize their life according to working hours and usually activities in the same weekday                
will have a repetitive pattern. 
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One additional observation is that the current location in a given day and hour, conditions the                
next place to be visited. For example if one user is at home at 7:00 AM on a Monday, the next                     
place he will be at is most likely the coffee shop or the office, but not the restaurant or a movie                     
theater. This can be described with a Markov chain. The main property, the Markovian property               
[2], is that the current place is only a function of the previous place. Our main claim is that once                    
the data is grouped by the above temporal slices (weekdays and weekends, hours and minutes)               
the sequence of places visited form a Markovian chain. 
 
5. CONNECTIVITY PREDICTION 
In order to make spatio-temporal predictions of Internet user connections, we consider three             
features for mobility - week day, time of the day, and current location and the relationships                
between them. Accordingly, if during the last 4 Mondays the user has connected at home at                
07:00, then at 09:00 at her office, then at 14:00 at a restaurant, and so on, until connecting again                   
at home at 22:00, it could be determined with a certain probability that the user will follow the                  
same sequence of connections next Monday (Figure 1). That is, next Monday she will probably               
connect at home at 07:00, and then according to the observed transition on the previous               
Mondays, it is probable that she will next connect at the office around 09:00. 
 
The POI for the users is located using GPS and WiFi access points. Therefore, we consider                
points of interest those providing Internet connectivity, which the user visits frequently and             
spends some time at; a place is considered significant if the user spends at least ‘t’ seconds there                  
on each visit, and he has visited it at least ‘n’ times. 
 
User mobility may vary over time and so the places visited. Places that some months ago were                 
frequented by a user, may eventually cease to be of interest. For instance, the significant places                
for students differ when there is a school period, spring break, or winter vacations. 
 
6. PROPOSED APPROACH 
For a few cases, we are required to forecast the location of the user over a period of time. Firstly,                    
we identify POIs using location data of every user. Then, we define a Hidden Markov Model                
(HMM) considering user mobility among these POIs. Once the HMM is defined, we make some               
predictions. Finally, the prediction model is updated using the most recent mobility data.             
Identifying points of interest in an important task which can be done on our mobile phones using                 
GPS and WiFi records.  
 
Also, Magnetic loops can be used at traffic signals which estimates the vehicle dimension, based               
on which it determines the number of vehicles crossing the signal. This data is then picked up by                  
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computers at intersection which is then fed to a centralized system and then the data is shown on                  
the map. 
 
6. MODEL AND EXPERIMENTS IN DETAIL 
 
6.1. POI Selection 
Even though the selected dataset has a lot of information stored, but sometimes that itself is not                 
sufficient to come to a conclusion. User can sometimes be connected to various connections, and               
all those connections cannot be considered as POI. To clear the confusion, a time interval is                
needed which eliminates the ambiguity. For example, user is at location A, connected to a               
connection say X. After a certain time, user is at location B, connected to Y. Location B may or                   
may not be his point of interest since he is connected to it. So, constructing a mathematical                 
model, based on the amount of time(t) spent at location B, if t(B) is > 300 seconds, then the                   
place is considered to be a point of interest. Once the data has been obtained, using merge                 
procedure we finalize the POI according to the number of visits, defining a place as POI if the                  
number of visits >20. 
 
Time plays a key role in determining the significance of POI. For that, keeping a track of POI for                   
different months plays a major role. POI in the first month may not be the same as that of in the                     
second month. And that with the third month. Finally we compare the POI determined in three                
months. Comparing the POI obtained from three months, we define a HMM, thus determining              
the Spatio Temporal prediction. 
 
6.2. Spatio Temporal Prediction 
Due to the characteristics considered about the mobility of each user, and the relationship              
between these characteristics, the connection records (for the last two months) have been             
grouped according to the day they occurred. This way, we used the records for the previous                
Mondays (i.e., ∼ eight) to make the prediction about the connections sequence for next Monday               
(i.e., ninth Monday). For each record, the (d, t, p) is defined, where d represents the connection                 
date, t represents the time of the day, and p represents the place of connection. With this                 
information, the model is defined as: 
 
Hidden States: Defining the set of POI for eas user, we have also defined an extra state which                  
includes the places with no internet connection, and places connected less than 300 seconds. For               
Example, in the below image, q1 determines the home, q2 is the university….., q6 is the hidden                 
states.  
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Figure 2: An HMM representing POIs and their relationships with different connection times 
 
Using the data obtained, we can define the HMM connecting to various POI and building a                
network amongst them for better understanding. This helps us in knowing the daily routine of the                
user, considering the POI of the previous month and estimating the POI for the coming month. 
 
7. CHALLENGES 
Working with Connections is always challenging. Hidden states may sometimes play a key role              
for determining the POI. Some places may not have connectivity, and people might still be               
visiting those places, for example assume heavy traffic, where people might be connecting to              
different connections, which may not fall under POI, so to avoid this, considering GPS tracker               
will be of great advantage.  
 
Another challenge is to know that the user consistently visits the same POI (for example, coffee                
shops), as fluctuating the POI cannot help the other users, which creates ambiguity. So, it is                
always better to keep updating the POI and taking frequent feed backs from the users.  
 
 
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
People usually exhibit cyclical patterns in their daily activities. Based on this assumption, we              
have proposed a method to predict user location, which in turn allows predicting the location of                
crowds by applying the same algorithm to all the individuals of a crowd. This method cannot be                 
applied for everyone; there are people with highly dynamic agendas (e.g. politicians), and the              
mobility patterns they exhibit are much more complicated.  
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In future, an application can probably be developed where the user gets an option to               
automatically check in once he reaches the point of interest which would not require prediction               
from the previous data but rather a live update which would be more accurate.  
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